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Jaipur: During his Budget reply on Monday, minister of state for
forests and environment Sanjay Sharma took a swipe at Leader of
Opposition Tika Ram Jully, humorously noting the resemblance
between the latter’s surname and ‘prosopis juliflora’, an invasive
plant species commonly known as vilayati babool.

Sharma announced that the forest department will launch an
ambitious project to eradicate the naturally proliferating prosopis
juliflora.

He said, “I am not talking about you (Mai aap ke liye nahi bol raha
hoon) . The project to eradicate the juliflora was taken by the
Congress govt but left incomplete. The plant is of no use and does

not allow other species to flourish.”

Sharma said the state govt is committed to developing Rajasthan as a ‘Green State’. “Forest cover in the state will
be raised by 20,000 hectares by 2028. Nearly Rs 5,000 crore will be spent on it over the next five years,” he said.
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We also published the following articles recently

Lion SOP mandates common offices for foresters, railwaysLearn about the new measures implemented in lion
habitat areas to ensure safety near railway tracks. Forest and railway employees will have common offices for real-
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time communication. The standard operating procedure includes setting up review committees, installing AI-
based intrusion detection system, and regulating train speeds near wildlife hotspots.111820445
States not on same page on river linking projectLearn about the challenges hindering the Godavari-Krishna-
Cauvery river linking project. Key states Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, and Chhattisgarh at odds over diversion
plans. NWDA to hold consultations to address differing views and find a way forward for the project.111847978
'Dal ke liye nahi, desh ke liye': PM Modi's message to opposition ahead of Budget sessionPrime Minister Narendra
Modi urges opposition to adopt positive approach for upcoming Budget session. Criticizes 'negative politics' and
emphasizes Parliament's role in shaping nation's future. Budget session key for achieving 'Viksit Bharat' vision by
2047.111918496


